
Key Dates 

 
March - Mock SATS 

We will be conducting our last 

set of mocks during March 

 
 

P.E. Days 
 

6SG - Tuesday and Friday 

6SB - Monday and Friday 

 

Please ensure that your child has 

both indoor and outdoor P.E. kit, 

which is labelled, in school all 

week, as sometimes our P.E days 

will need to be   flexible. We will be 

sending    letters home should your 

child not bring the entire and     

correct P.E. kit. 

Homework 

 

Reading homework 

The expectation is that a Y6 child 

reads every day. Success cards are 

given out for reading. The cards are 

sent home for parents to sign and re-

turn to school. At the end of the term, 

if your child’s success card is picked 

out then they can win a big prize. Last 

term it was an iPad! 

 
Spellings homework 

Spellings will be handed out weekly 

and tested on the following week. 

 
Maths Homework 

Each child has been given two GCP 

maths books. The expectation is that 

the children will be working through 

these books. If children are stuck on a 

page, then please ask them to see the 

class teacher who will be happy to go 

through it with them.  

 

As times tables are key to many as-

pects of maths, we encourage chil-

dren to practise these daily. Children 

have been keenly using the Timetable 

Rock stars website resource to improve 

their fluency in their tables. 
 

https://ttrockstars.com/ 

Maths 
 

Within Year 6 our classes are split 

across the year group three ways           

depending on ability. The reason we 

do this is so that we can focus on 

ensuring that each child is getting the 

most appropriate teaching so that 

they progress.  Smaller classes also 

means more opportunities for 1 to 1 

time with the teacher.  

Our Values 
 

This term we will focus developing 

the children’s understanding of 

what courage is. We will focus on 

understanding that courage is 

about overcoming fear. 

 

We all feel fearful at differ-

ent  time in our lives and pos-

sessing courage is what helps us 

to face our fears; it is about being 

brave in  difficult or painful cir-

cumstances. 

 

Courage is not the absence of 

fear- it is about overcoming our 

fear.    
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Year 6 

 
We hope you had a super 

Holiday. 

 

The children have really 

been enjoying our class 

text of ‘Wonder’ and have 

worked hard during their 

English lessons to develop 

their  writing that shows 

empathy with the main 

character August 

 

In addition to the English 

work they have produced 

some fantastic artwork 

based on the cover of the 

book. 



 

Science 
 

This term in Science, we 

will be looking at animals 

including humans.  

 

We will be learning about 

how the human body 

works, in particular our                

cardiovascular and       

circulation systems as well 

as how to stay healthy. 

Alongside this, we will be 

looking at the effects of 

exercise on the body. 

Topic
 

Our topic this term is all about the Victorians. We will be learning about 

different inventors and their inventions from the period.

 

Alongside this, we will be placing key events of Victorian times onto a 

timeline and discussing the effect of the period on how we live today.

 

English

This term of Year 6, we will be continuing to use the book ‘Wonder’ to develop our writing skills. 

We will begin by writing diary entries from some of the characters of the book portraying their 

emotional journey through the day’s events. Following this we will write short narratives by 

adding a new chapter to the story before finally producing newspaper reports to retell some 

events. Within lessons, we will be focussing on advancing action using dialogue and using peer 

assessment to ensure that we are achieving the best that we can in our writing.

 

We will continue our daily reading and comprehension skills. We will revisit skimming and 

scanning skills for the retrieval of information from texts and we will also be focusing on the 

more challenging skills of inference and deduction. These skills require children to put together 

clues from the text to work out the answers from questions. We will also apply the strategy of 

P.E.E. point, evidence and explanation to tackle more difficult and higher mark questions. To 

help your child, you need to make sure that they are reading at home every day. By also 

asking them questions about what they are reading, such as what they think may happen next 

or how they think the characters are feeling will also aid your child’s progress incredibly.

Topic 

Our topic this term is all about the Victorians. We will be learning about 

different inventors and their inventions from the period. 

Alongside this, we will be placing key events of Victorian times onto a 

timeline and discussing the effect of the period on how we live today. 

P.E 
 

P.E lessons this term will 

be handball - a fast 

paced game using the 

skills of both football and 

netball. 

 

For our indoor sessions 

we will be improving our 

understanding of gen-

eral fitness and develop-

ing exercise routines for 

each other to improve 

our fitness. 

English 

 
This term of Year 6, we will be continuing to use the book ‘Wonder’ to develop our writing skills. 

We will begin by writing diary entries from some of the characters of the book portraying their 

emotional journey through the day’s events. Following this we will write short narratives by 

adding a new chapter to the story before finally producing newspaper reports to retell some 

events. Within lessons, we will be focussing on advancing action using dialogue and using peer 

assessment to ensure that we are achieving the best that we can in our writing. 

We will continue our daily reading and comprehension skills. We will revisit skimming and 

scanning skills for the retrieval of information from texts and we will also be focusing on the 

more challenging skills of inference and deduction. These skills require children to put together 

clues from the text to work out the answers from questions. We will also apply the strategy of 

P.E.E. point, evidence and explanation to tackle more difficult and higher mark questions. To 

help your child, you need to make sure that they are reading at home every day. By also 

asking them questions about what they are reading, such as what they think may happen next 

or how they think the characters are feeling will also aid your child’s progress incredibly. 


